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Introduction

Materials and methods

Due to the steep increase in the amount of available genomics data there
is a need for tools that are able to store and handle large volumes of
genomics data while ensuring necessary computational steps remain
feasible within a reasonable amount of time. To address this need,
ADAM was introduced [1]. ADAM consists of a set of data formats and
algorithms built on top of Apache Spark [2] (Figure 1d) which is a general
purpose, distributed map-reduce framework. We have evaluated ADAM
for a big pharma customer for exploratory tests.

We have deployed ADAM on an Amazon cluster for exploratory tests. The data used
consists of genomic data in Variant Call Format (VCF). We focused our tests on one of
the common analysis steps which typically take a long time to execute on a single local
file system (see Results section below). We compared performance between a single
Amazon node, running BCFTools [3], and a Amazon cluster consisting of eight slaves
and one master, running ADAM on top of Spark on top of HDFS. The used
components are laid out in the central diagram. The type of node used for the tests
was m3.large. Furthermore, we extended the standard ADAM/Spark setup by adding
Cassandra for faster genomic region retrieval (Figure 1c).
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Figure 1: overview of the different components used in the solution (central diagram) with added details on some of the parts (small diagrams and figures around the central diagram).
(a) screenshot of Dalliance Genome Browser used to visualize the data in specific genomic regions. (b) around 50x faster results when using Spark+ADAM on an Amazon cluster with 8 nodes when compared to BCF tools running on a single Amazon node.
(c) Cassandra was added to the solution to enable fast genomic region retrieval via its row oriented storage. This enabled query times under 200ms and smooth user experience using the Dalliance Genome Browser. (d) ADAM + Spark part highlighted. ADAM
consists of a set of data formats and algorithms built on top of Apache Spark. (e) Overview of ADAM ecosystem. (f) Overview of Spark ecosystem. (g) Scheme explaining the difference between row oriented storage(used in Cassandra) and column oriented storage
(used in Parquet). (h) Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) architecture overview. HDFS has a master/slave architecture. An HDFS cluster consists of a single NameNode which is a master server that manages the file system namespace and regulates access to
files by clients and sends block creation, deletion, and replication instructions to the DataNodes.The DataNodes, usually one per node in the cluster, manage storage attached to the nodes that they run on. Data itself flows from the client to the DataNodes directly, and
not via the NameNode [5].
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References

We achieved a 50 fold decrease in time required to compute the base substitution
distribution (Figure 1b), when compared to using BCF tools [3] on a local file system. Other
similar operations, which also require reading the entire dataset, showed similar
improvements.
The addition of Cassandra to the standard ADAM/Spark setup enabled fast genomic region
retrieval, with query times under 200ms and smooth user experience using the Dalliance
Genome Browser [4] (Figure 1a) for large datasets.
The conclusion of this evaluation as a whole is that the ADAM/Spark stack scales up to
large datasets but does not yet handle all use cases well. This can be alleviated by mixing in
Cassandra. Regarding its maturity: even though ADAM is a fairly new framework, it can
already be a worthwhile option to consider if you have large amounts of data, or require high
performance.
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